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Zf yes, yes, if he was rich his brother should have been

expected to be told somewhere else. Here, all the sudden he says, he is very rich.

)14.50) Rockefeller was a very active felw who took a great interest
the assistant to the Department of State

in public affairs. e/ éql/Ii/t)e He was! when Roosevelt was there, and theb
in

he became the government of New York, And when he died he was/a very rich man's-=tomb.

U/$iJ4/ There would be a point, though. If you are going to mention wealth, you

ought to mention it somewhere else rather than that particular place, unless that

particular lplace is in somewby different or extra than you would

expect.(l4.00) ya, ... (13.50 that we know about him is that one chapter

if the writer of this chapter does not Lit expect to know anything else, you would

rather expect (13.45 despite all that he had covered, he was

buried in the fancy burial - t you would expect something that would

tie it up with his background. Somewhere either here or at some other verse

when all of a sudden you is just stuck in, you have no reason to

expect that went on. There is a suggesstion that

f though
What is said wt is that he was buried in a rich man's tomb, 1eoue he had

done no violence, or because he had stone no violence--either one. It seems

that must that that must go with the next vers rather than this one. And there

are many cases in the scripture where a verse is i so divided that half of the
e__ is
verse goes with the previous verse and half with the next, so it not in any sense

(Q uestion)
a violence to the text to interpret it that way./,,He made his grave with wicked

people--I think the more literal rendering than the wic1d.

Mow it's a proverb of a common English idiom to say the wicked--which
(Q)

may mean all wicked together --wl, I think it's more all wicked than just a

few, isn't it. If you say that your boy is going off and not living with God's

people like he should, but that he is spending his evenings with bad people
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